NEW PROGRESSIVE FIRE CONTROL

The Track Association of Williams College, in its annual report, announced that there was a balance of $600 in favor of the organization. The balance, which was accumulated during the year, is now fully equipped with up-to-date Fire Control and Range Finding equipment and guns will be installed the coming Winter, the work of Improvement is now under way.

BREEDERS FOR COLLEGE DONORS

Back Bay Branch

Hotel Cumberland
New York

Catenary & Absolutely Perpendicular
Fast Athletic Association of New York. Twenty late. $5.50 with Bath and nap. Ten minutes of your leisure.

Harry P. Stimson
Presbyterian Hotel Imperial.

ADDITION TO CAGE

Next week the new addition to the Cat will probably be opened. This additional space was needed because of the increased traffic in valuable cats and dogs. The two long windows will be filled with daily display cases. The mice under the show cases will be used for storage, so the Cat is now ready crowded. The addition will be entitled to watch the rest of the cage, so that it will not be so prominent a feature there.

SAILS ON CARS

In Chile there are several remarkably short railways which utilize the trade winds as power. These are being equipped with sails, impressed with the fact that a stiff breeze could be depended on for several hours every morning and evening, an engineer built several cars, providing each of them with a square sail. The plan proved so practical that it was just to use at once, its cheapness and simplicity making a strong appeal, says the Glasgow Journal. The experiment is said to be as high as 35 miles an hour. This may be checked to any extent desired by a manipulation of breakers. The sails are always able to make a regular schedule time, as the trade winds blow with dependable reliability.

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Thursday next week the Finance Committee will hold its third monthly meeting and dinner in the Union House. Notices have been sent to the friends of the various activities, in which the attention of the members is called to a ruling made at the first of the year. This states that any member who is absent from the dinner must be fined fifty cents unless he notifies the Student Secretary, C. W. Brett, before Thursday noon, that he will not be present. A committee to look after the needs of the organization has been added.

DEMAND FOR PLAYS.

(Continued from Page 2.)

A second play this each year to obtain the most skillful producers; the best dramatic talent and the most effective stage direction in the production of the pictures. The same is true of the motion picture producers, who are now producing pictures

"The writing of stories or plays for motion picture productions is practically a new profession. Writers of successful motion picture productions find that work constantly increases and that their fees are now considered good. The flood is not covered with creators of successful authors and those who are able to produce available plays have not yet gained a special market in the film industry. Many of these have the qualifications, imagination, talents and personality which make for success in the same line, some having won success in the magazine field.

"In the writing of motion picture plays, anyone who is capable of creating an interesting plot adapted to motion picture presentation will win success. The proposition is of the germ of the plot. It consists of a condition or situation from which the details of the story are developed. The success of a comedy composition lies in the novelty of the plot, or some new and interesting situations in an old proposition, in its interest-holding qualities, logic and probability and the humor of the individual scenes and situations.

"There is a wide difference between the 'comedy' and 'comic' pictures, and this difference lies chiefly in that the comedy depends largely for its humor upon the cleverness and wit of the plot, while the comic on the usual merely a series of situations arising from one incident or situation. In the comic fun there is little plot and the scenes are loosely connected, while the success of the picture usually depends upon the fun obtained from each scene. Good comedy stories are hard to obtain, are hard to conceive and are necessarily, on account of their novelty, much in demand. It remains hard for most writers to differentiate between the wit and clever ingeniously of a good comedy scenario with the trivial 'contrivances of which it is not.

"To show the desire of the manufacturers to get wholesome pictures, the following extract is given:

"'Warrant of any scene which may warrant a good laugh or a smile and avoid all crimes, such as burglary, arson, kidnaping, highway robbery, murder and suicide, showing the methods employed in the accomplishment of such crimes.'

First class work by competent barbers.

Pool and Billiard Room.

Regular drills at the Armory Monday nights. Come and see us.

Alfred J. Kendall (M. 1, T. 74)
Capt. Coast Artillery Corps M. V. M.
Commanding Brigade Company

Coyeley Lunch

Quick Service

BACK BAY BRANCH

State Street Trust Co.

130 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

Safe Deposit Vaults

Credit interest monthly on accounts of $300 and over

MAIN OFFICE: 33 STATE STREET

TECH MEN

Do you want a first class shave or hair cut.

Hair Cut 25c. - Shave 15c

Maynard's Barber Shop

At Graham Hall